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# R A W E D U C A T I O N



RAW COFFEE  
COMPANY

As members of the Specialty Coffee Association (SCA ), the 

UAE national chapter and Authorized Specialty Trainers 

for the SCA, both Kim and Matt are invested in supporting 

the growth of specialty coffee in the region.

At RAW we see barista training as one of the main 

ingredients to making quality coffee in the home and in 

the cafe.

As a result we have invested heavily in getting ourselves 

as qualified as possible, state of the art equipment and 

training facilities to make our training fun and engaging.



RAW Coffee Company 's 'DOMESTIC '  courses are all 

about having fun, learning and applying knowledge. 

You can learn about the history of coffee, the basics 

of coffee making, the journey coffee makes from 

seed to cup, and using the theory and tools to make 

better coffee at home and in the cafe environment.

Oh! and you 'll be tasting coffee too!

DOMESTIC



#InsideRAW

Inside RAW is a fun coffee experience for people to learn more 

about specialty coffee and about RAW. It 's perfect for groups of 

friends, colleagues and coffee drinkers to share a fun and 

informative session in our roastery, whether you may be new to 

coffee or just a caffeine junky, no experience or prior knowledge 

is needed.

The experience inc ludes:

•Introduction to Raw Coffee Company

•What specialty coffee is and why it 's different

•The basics of coffee from its seed to your cup

•Guided tour of the roastery

•Cupping and how to taste coffee

•Making an espresso

•Steaming milk

•Brewed coffee vs espresso

Duration: 2 hour group experience for 4-10 people 

AED 1,050 per group of 4 (or AED 262.50 per person)



Virtual Barista
Assistance

Recommended Experience: All Levels
We have now taken our experience and course content and customized this to 
offer a professional personalized coffee experience in the comfort of your 
home.
From milk science and latte art, perfecting your brewing methods, 
understanding the importance of the grind size and brewing extractions, to 
troubleshooting for your espresso machine, we have a solution for you.
We will give you all the tips and tricks to make your coffee taste as good as it 
does in the café! We are offering 30 minute and 1-hour time slots and have a 
questionnaire set up to capture your needs and goals. We then send out coffee 
to your home and schedule a mutually beneficial time for the session, ensuring 
you get the sensory experience as well.

Duration.30min/1hour
AED.225/350



COMMERCIAL  
TRAINING

Running a cafe or restaurant is an exercise in delivering high 

volumes of coffee without compromising on the quality of the 

coffee you make. We want to help our commercial customers 

deliver great coffee and it starts with hands on training. Our 

Commercial Training Program aims to provide baristas, working 

in a commercial environment, with the skills and knowledge to 

share better coffee with their customers.

In our Commercial Training Program you will learn:

•Commercial barista techniques

•Basic espresso science

•How to identify important taste identifiers in coffee

•How to calibrate a grinder

•How to stretch milk to an appropriate texture and temperature

•Espresso menu and how to deliver espresso based beverages

•How to maintain your espresso equipment properly

Duration: 2 Days

AED 3,150



HOME 
BARISTA

Our Domestic Home Barista Program aims to give budding 

home baristas the tools to make better coffee at home.

We ’ l l give you all the tips and tricks to make your coffee 

at home taste as good as it does in the café.

You will learn:

•What specialty coffee is and why it's different

•The basics of coffee from its seed to your cup

•Correct barista techniques to make espresso

•How to adjust your grinder to get the most from your 

coffee

•How to steam milk like a pro

Duration: 4 Hours

AED 1,050



Duration: 2 Days

AED 2,200

WORK
READY

Our school holiday program is a 2 day course designed to get you “WORK 
READY” and confident enough to score a great job. In this course you get 
to work on a variety of espresso machines and learn how to make and 
serve, a great cup of coffee. Making coffee is the perfect part time job 
that fits in around your Uni classes.
What’s on?

•Milk stretching/texturing.
•Adjusting your grinder to achieve your extraction parameters.
•Beverage building and recipes.
•Machine cleaning and maintenance.
•Pouring and latte art basics.
•RAW Completion Certificate



SCA PREMEIR 
TRAINING 
CAMPUS



Major reason for undertaking this project was to create a space 

not only to roast exceptional coffee, but to open our doors to local 

and national customers who share our passion by building a 

network where coffee professionals offer courses to build their 

career in specialty coffee. These customers really want to improve 

the quality of coffee they brew within their operation and need 

our help to do this.

We have a well-equipped facility  with all equipment’s and in 

house modules and in depth courses to suit their needs as well 

access to  independent AST to teach the coffee skill program.



GET 
CERTIFIED

RAW Coffee Company conducts the majority of our 

training under the SCA 's guidelines. Having four SCA 

authorised specialty trainers (ASTS )  allows us to 

certify trainees in the SCA 's Coffee Skills Program 

modules.

Anyone can become certified, it just takes 

dedication to make great coffee.

Six different modules exist in different disciplines, 

five of these having three levels of qualification:

FOUNDAT ION

I N T E R M E D I A T E

P R O F E S S I O N A L

5 PO I N T S

10 PO I N T S

25 PO I N T S



Introduction to Coffee is an ideal module for 

anyone who is new to the coffee industry or just 

has an interest in this wonderful drink. It charts 

coffee ’s journey from its origins in Ethiopia to 

the major commodity it is today, enjoyed by 

millions of people around the world. From 

farming the cherries through drying, roasting, 

brewing and finally drinking, this module looks 

at the processes coffee goes through. This half 

day course also includes a “coffee cupping ”  

which allows you to taste the various flavours 

coffee has to offer.

Duration: 1/2 Day  

AED 950

10

POINTS

INTRODUCTION  
TO COFFEE



BREWING  
SKILLS

Learn about the variety of methods 

for brewing coffee and the brewing 

variables that affect quality. The 

Brewing module provides hands -on 

learning on grind profiles, brewing 

methods, measuring coffee strength 

and charting a coffee ’s extraction.

FOUNDATION

Duration: 1 Day

AED 1,575

INTERMEDIATE

Duration: 2 Days

AED 2,850

PROFESSIONAL

Duration: 3 Days

AED 5,675



BARISTA  
SKILLS

Learn the practical skills you need 

behind the espresso bar: learn how 

to set your grinder, milk techniques 

and latte art, health and safety, 

customer service, and basic business 

practices.

FOUNDATION

Duration: 1 Day

AED 1,575

INTERMEDIATE

Duration: 2 Days

AED 2,850

PROFESSIONAL

Duration: 3 Days

AED 5,675



SENSORY  
SKILLS

Learn about the essentials of sensory 

evaluation in a practical and 

interactive manner. Sensory Skills 

investigates the way we perceive 

what we taste, how to evaluate 

coffee ’s natural characteristics, and 

implementing this knowledge in 

business.

FOUNDATION

Duration: 1 Day

AED 1,575

INTERMEDIATE

Duration: 2 Days

AED 2,850

PROFESSIONAL

Duration: 3 Days

AED 5,675



GET 
STARTED
All of our courses are held in the training facilities at our

roastery in Al Quoz. The best way to find us is to look on

Google Maps under "Raw Coffee Company". This has the

most accurate pin available.

If you want to book a course or are interested in hearing 

more, please email our training department at: 

training@rawcoffee.ae

All prices exclude SCA Bundles, SCA examination and 

certification costs. All SCA certifications are 

internationally recognized and are valid for the rest of 

your barista life.
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